
MERCHANDISING
& MARKETING

"FIDM gave me the 

curriculum, instructors, 

and advisors necessary 

to break into the retail 

buying world. Had I not 

attended FIDM, I would 

still be longing and 

wondering what it would 

be like to have the dream 

job that I have today!”
- Stacy Ogawa, FIDM Graduate 
and True Religion Buyer

LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ORANGE COUNTY • SAN DIEGO

FIDM OFFERS AN ASSOCIATE OF ARTS (A.A.) AND AN 
A.A. PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION DEGREE PROGRAM IN

THE BUSINESS OF FASHION The Merchandising & Marketing 

Program prepares students for a wide range of careers within 

the changing global marketplace including Buyer, Account 

Executive, Showroom Manager, and Trend Spotter. The 

curriculum educates students in the marketing of merchandise, 

retail buying, application of technology to this task, and the 

development of leadership, teamwork, and management skills. 

Students will understand the importance of professionalism, 

effective communication, research, and creative and critical 

reasoning for achieving results in this diversified industry.

FIDM.EDU | 800.624.1200

WHY FIDM?
Frequent guest speakers bring the industry inside the classroom: Since we 
are a fashion marketing college, executives from companies like Nordstrom, 
Bloomingdale's, and GUESS?, Inc. are regular visitors.

Our students are paired with world-class Industry Partners: Leadership from 
companies like Quiksilver, True Religion, and Macy’s provide mentorship, access 
to an incredible wealth of knowledge, and valuable networking connections.

Our field trips take students behind-the-scenes: Students go on tours of showrooms 
and retailers for an insider’s perspective of the industry. Students leave the program 
with a portfolio of work and accomplishments that illustrates their skills and how 
they can make major contributions within a wide range of career opportunities.
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Individual student advisement is available to determine eligibility. 

For important information about the completion rate, educational debt, and earnings of students 
who attended this program, go to fidm.edu/go/ge/mm.

FIDM is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution.

CAREERS AFTER FIDM
BCBG, Forever 21, Coach, Marc Jacobs, Nine West, 
Urban Outfitters, T.J. Maxx, and Burlington, are just 
some of the hundreds of companies where FIDM 
Grads build careers in fashion merchandising. 

Our Career Center has cultivated a database that 
includes thousands of employer contacts nationwide 
with the singular goal of providing industry-related 
internships and employment for our students 
and graduates.

ALUMNA SUCCESS STORY
NAME: Victoria Sparks

JOB: Buyer & Retail Assistant, AG Jeans

After working as the Retail Department Intern 
at AG Jeans, Merchandising & Marketing Alumna 
Victoria Sparks was offered a full-time position 
as the Retail Assistant at the denim label. "There 
are so many different aspects that I love about 
my job," says the June 2014 graduate. "I really 
get to dabble in all the different parts of the 
Retail Department, from Retail Operations, 
to Allocations, to Visuals, and my favorite, 
Buying." Victoria, who found the AG Jeans 
internship through FIDM's Career Network, 
says she spends 80 to 90 percent of her time 
with the Buyer.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT YOUR JOB? 
I love that I get to have an impact on so many 
different parts of the department and really 
become a well-rounded professional individual. 
I also love the people I work with; they are all so 
helpful, friendly, and intelligent, which I believe 
is extremely important when just starting out 
on a career.

HOW HAS YOUR FIDM DEGREE HELPED 
YOU IN YOUR CAREER? 
FIDM helped prepare me for my career, from 
the math and buying courses, to technology 
for merchandise buying, to allocations, to 
merchandising, and organizational behavior. 
Each taught me something I actually use at 
my job.

The information in this publication was confirmed at the time of original publication.

DEGREES OFFERED 
IN THIS PROGRAM
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
The Merchandising & Marketing Associate of Arts (A.A.) 
Program is a 90-unit program leading to a degree in 
fashion merchandising.

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS, 
PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
The Merchandising & Marketing Associate of Arts (A.A.) 
Professional Designation Program is a 45-unit 
merchandising degree program open only to those 
who already hold a college degree.
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WHAT WE TEACH
In our program students will learn to:

Acquire extensive knowledge of a target market.

Apply, analyze, and forecast trends.

Understand and complete a seasonal buy plan using 
state-of-the-industry technology.

Create a promotional campaign to enhance brand strategy.

Implement strong leadership and managerial skills.

Effectively present and communicate a business strategy.
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